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Doyon Utilities, LLC 
Job Description  

 
JOB TITLE Regulatory Manager LOCATION HDQ Administration 
REPORTS TO General Counsel                                 HOURS 40 Hours per week 
TYPE OF POSITION Full Time, Regular SCHEDULE M-F 8am-5pm 
WAGE RANGE DOE FLSA STATUS Exempt 
BARGAINING GROUP N/A DATE 07/15/2020 

 
POSITION OBJECTIVES:  The Regulatory Affairs Manager is a mid-level professional developmental position 
reporting to the General Counsel.  The position is intended to expose the incumbent to a wide variety of 
utility regulation, legal, and contractual concepts to allow for the support of complex problem solving and 
strategic initiatives, to include rate litigation, internal policies, and regulatory best practices and procedures.  
The Manager will be responsible to research and advise with respect to potential internal system controls 
related to utility regulatory matters.  The position is expected to possess advanced analytical skills, acquire 
advanced knowledge of utility tariffs, and be able to comprehend and analyze complex regulatory issues. The 
Regulatory Manager will prepare periodic reports of emerging issues for consideration by General Counsel, 
the President, and the DU Management Committee on regulatory matters that may affect the utility. 
 
The position is intended to develop over time into a Director level position with the Company.  As such, the 
successful candidate should have substantial experience in law, policy, or business planning. 

 
ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS: 

1. Identifies, analyzes, and assists with the development of regulatory strategic plans and legislative 
solutions to better ensure the utilities’ opportunities to earn allowed returns; 

2. Serves as team lead or project manager on rulemakings, policy dockets, or other defined investigative 
issues initiated by the Commission, regulatory staff, or utility filings; 

3. As directed by General Counsel, gather, analyze, and report financial/engineering data for incorporation 
into service area amendments, utility tariff matters, and correspondence with the RCA, and prepare 
same; 

4. As directed by General Counsel, coordinates, reviews and compiles the final work product prepared by 
professional staff, professional regulatory consultants, and legal counsel; 

5. As directed by General Counsel, prepares, reviews and supports written testimony and/or comments, 
including preparing and answering interrogatories, for regulatory filings; 

6. Assists General Counsel with preparation for hearings and cross examination of witnesses; 
7. Prepares written comments to regulatory filings of other utilities, including active intervention in 

regulatory proceedings before the RCA; 
8. Reviews and responds to customer, utility personnel and RCA inquiries and complaints relating to the 

proper application of tariffs, filings and contracts; 
9. Aids the RCA staff in conducting utility audits and review of utility filings; 
10. Provides input and presentations to the DU Management Committee relating to all regulatory issues 

affecting the utility; 
11. Provides leadership and guidance to utility staff, both within and outside of Regulatory Affairs, on 

regulatory policy matters; 
12. Researches regulatory frameworks and monitors regulatory activities in Alaska and other jurisdictions;  
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13. Actively participates in and works with utility working groups, technical advisory groups and lobbyists to 
develop and/or change state and federal regulations or statutes; 

14. Works cooperatively and collaborates with the Regulatory Analyst and administrative staff, including 
reviews routine filings, revenue requirement and depreciation studies prepared by the Regulatory 
Analyst, and assists where requested with respect to other RCA filings and RCA financial inquiries 
administered by the Regulatory Analyst; and 

15. Other duties as assigned. 
 
JOB SPECIFIC COMPETENCIES: 

1. Analytical Skills: Visualizes, articulates and solves a variety of problems and concepts and makes 
appropriate decisions based on available information. 

2. Attention to Detail: Ensures one's own and other's work and information are complete and accurate. 
3. Communication Skills: Listens, writes, and speaks effectively. Positively relates and interacts with co-

workers and others.   
4. Decision Making: Makes choices or reaches conclusions with high degree of independence by 

establishing objectives, gathering relevant information, identifying alternatives, setting criteria for the 
decision, and selecting the best option based upon general accounting, cost accounting, regulatory 
practice, theory, analysis, oral and written communication. 

5. Dependability: Consistently adheres to operational standards, ensures smooth operations and positive 
customer experiences, builds a productive workplace, is reliable, and maintains team morale. 

6. Planning and Organizing: Systematically develops plans, prioritizes, organizes and manages resources in 
order to accomplish business goals within a specific time period. 

7. Problem Solving:  Anticipates and identifies problems, distinguishes between symptoms and causes, and 
determines alternative solutions involving varied levels of complexity, ambiguity and risk.  Employee 
may be required to consult a wide variety of utility personnel and external sources such as legal counsel 
and regulatory consultants for assistance with complex matters. 

8. Quality Management: Integrates organizational functions (i.e., marketing, finance, design, engineering, 
and production, customer service, etc.) to focus on meeting customer needs and organizational goals. 

9. Time Management: Manages time effectively when accomplishing tasks, projects, and goals; works 
effectively with multiple critical events occurring concurrently. 

10. Willingness to Learn: Willing to learn new skills or techniques to meet the demanding changes of job 
duties and responsibilities. 

 
SKILLS AND QUALIFICATIONS: 

1. Excellent command of business-level written and verbal English communication, specifically the ability 
to concisely articulate technical topics. 

2. Professional standards for discretion, confidentiality, and personal accountability. 
3. Friendly demeanor and polished customer service skills. 
4. Emotionally mature, honest, and ethical, with an ability to communicate through issues with team 

members. 
5. Able to manage working on multiple projects of different sizes and remain organized and detail oriented.  
6. Aptitude toward problem-solving and an appetite for process improvements that result in time-savings 

for the team. 
7. Must be able to work independently and think creatively to handle specialized requests for regulatory 

and technical analyses both accurately and in a timely manner. 
8. Proficient in the use of Microsoft Windows based programs.  
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9. Professional experience in economic analysis, financial accounting, public utility regulation, public utility 
law, or utility business operations;  

10. Experience analyzing technical issues in the utility industry;  
11. Professional writing experience or advanced training in standards of professional writing, including 

writing within a legal context or for decision-makers;  
12. Professional experience in persuasive writing or writing;  
13. Professional copyediting experience, including experience editing for clarity, conciseness and cohesion;  
14. Project management experience;  
15. Experience writing administrative rules or participating on a rulemaking at a regulatory agency;  
16. Experience drafting or implementing strategic plans;  
17. Experience with business process documentation and improvement. 
18. Ability to meet deadlines and skilled in organizing work materials and time. 

 
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT:  

1. The incumbent is subject to pre-hire and random drug testing in accordance with the published policy 
of Doyon Utilities. 

2. Must be eligible to work on a military installation in Alaska. 
3. Must have a valid driver’s license issued by the State of Alaska. 
4. Expected travel includes routine periodic day trips to Anchorage to attend public proceedings before the 

Regulatory Commission of Alaska, and less frequent overnight travel to Washington, DC and Seattle, WA 
and related to rate litigation.   

 
ENVIRONMENT:  The majority of the work is performed in a professional office setting.  The work is generally 
sedentary, requiring routine walking, standing, bending and carrying items weighing less than 40 pounds.  
Reasonable accommodations, according to applicable state and federal laws, will be provided to all qualified 
individuals with physical or mental disabilities. 
  
EDUCATION AND TRAINING: 

1. Bachelor’s degree in relevant field, such as business administration, economics, financial accounting, 
law, government, or public utility regulation strongly preferred.  

2. Advanced degree in law, business or relevant field preferred.  Significant experience in policy work or 
equivalent will be considered. 

3. Minimum eight years’ experience in positions requiring analyzing and interpreting complex issues.   
4. Experience working in a regulated utility environment preferred. 

 
 
 
              
Employee Signature      Date 
 


